PRESS RELEASE

Metabo will be at Fabtech 2019 in Chicago, IL.  
Highlighting the latest in technology, safety and problem solving tools

October 17, 2019 – West Chester, PA — Metabo Corporation, a leading international manufacturer of professional grade cordless and corded hand-held power tools and accessories announces they will be in booth B21110 (Hall B) at Fabtech 2019 in Chicago, IL. Fabtech is the ideal place to go if you’re looking to discover the latest in fabrication technology, welding, metal forming and finishing.

“We are excited to be back at Fabtech, to share our latest line-up of metalworking products with productivity, performance and safety in mind. We will feature our extensive line of metalworking and fabrication tools and our complete line of cutting and grinding wheels. We’ll also be showing off our latest offerings in cordless battery technology.” said Terry Tuerk, Metabo’s Senior Product Manager.

Metabo will introduce their new 4-1/2”-5” Angle Grinders, featuring the W 1100-125 and WP 1100-125. And they will be featuring their new 4-1/2” to 7” Speed-Flex Ceramic Wheels. These new wheels have the removal rate of a grinding wheel combined with the flexibility of a flap disc.
“Cut the cord” to go “Cordless” has been a significant source of inspiration for Metabo. That's why they have been a force in new cordless power tool technology and innovation. This past year (2018), they led the market in the introduction of the latest 21.700 cells in their 8.0 Ah battery, as well as the introduction of an 8-bay charger that charges all batteries simultaneously. Metabo continuously strives to offer a stronger, longer-lasting battery, with faster charging times. They already offer the industry’s largest range of cordless specialty metal tools. At Fabtech 2019, Metabo will exhibit their new line of 12V batteries and tools: hammer drill/drivers, drill/drivers, caulk guns and cordless fastening systems (drilling + tapping + fastening) with tek screws, rivets and bolts.

**Heavy Duty Grinders – NEW!**
Metabo’s new line of grinders are more powerful, longer-lasting and more ergonomic than the previous models. The new grinders have increased overload protection through an optimized cooling air-flow from the rear of the tool. The smaller diameter and ergonomic body make the tool easier to handle and more ergonomic for working long periods. The new models include: W 750-115, W 850-125, WP 850-125, W 1100-125 and WP 1100-125. The W 1100-125 and WP 11-125 come with a tool-free guard with 7 stops, and these tools are compatible with special application accessories like Metabo’s tuck point guard, GED grinding shroud and CED cutting shroud. The W 1100-125 and WP 1100-125 are also ideal for use with Metabo’s new 5” CED cutting shroud clip.

**Speed-Flex Ceramic Wheels – NEW!**
The new Speed-Flex Ceramic Wheels are aggressive like a grinding wheel, with the flex and comfort of a flap disc. They provide extreme performance and a fast removal rate and are available in 4-1/2, 5”, 6” and 7” diameters. They are lightweight, operate cool and with less noise and dust than comparative non-flap abrasive wheels. They are contaminant free and can be used on a wide variety of applications, including weld seam removal, mill-scale removal, beveling, working on hardened metals, stainless steel and high tensile alloys.

**12V Cordless Tools – NEW!**
The Metabo 12V cordless line includes drill/drivers (BS 12 / BS 12 BL Quick), hammer drill/drivers (SB 12 / SB 12 BL), and impact drivers (SSD 12 / SSD 12 BL), in both brushed and premium brushless motors. There are also new caulking guns (KPA 12 400/600), an LED light (ULA 12 LED) and a new USB charger (PA 12 LED-USB). There are two 12V-class batteries to choose from, the 2.0Ah Lilon compact and 4.0Ah LiHD compact equipped with our famous LiHD cells (Lithium High Density) offering the lightest and most compact 12V 4.0Ah battery in the industry.

As a complement to Metabo’s leading 18V platform, their 12V tools offer a lightweight yet fast and powerful alternative for applications that do not require extreme torque in light MRO (maintenance, repair, operations)
and assembly environment. The wide range of 12V tools offered by Metabo makes it an attractive platform to use along with their 18V tools, working off the same charging stations, including the Metabo Multi-bay 8 charger that charges 8 batteries simultaneously.

Make sure you stop by Metabo’s booth to learn more about these exciting, industry-leading technologies, and a chance to win a free Metabo tool.

Find us online:

For more information on Metabo or their products:

LiHD Battery Pack Technology
Metabo Tool Safety Features
Metabo USA Website or Metabo 2019/2020 Catalog

ABOUT METABO: Engineered in Germany, Metabo’s premium line of power tools are designed specifically for professional users to provide the highest level of safety, reliability, and performance. Metabo manufactures both corded and cordless power tools, as well as a full line of abrasives and accessories for metalworking, concrete and many other industrial and construction applications. Our extensive line of tools includes angle grinders, die grinders, drills, rotary hammers and dustless systems. Also, the Metabo Ultra-M LiHD battery technology offers users the mobility and power for the most demanding industrial applications.